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Barrington Elementary School Feedback
What do you like about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●

I like the increase in community areas. Also the fact that all spaces (classrooms) have
outdoor light.

What questions do you have about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●

I think more detailed info needs to be given about what the mixed gender bathrooms will
look like. It was a concern of mine that boys and girls would be sharing an open
bathroom with stalls. I was told that wasn’t the case, that each bathroom area would be
enclosed and private w/in the bathroom facility.

Additional feedback?
●

●

I wish there was a way to not have to have all day kindergarten. I feel that is too long of
a day for that age group. Apparently it’s needed with the requirements placed on today’s
kindergarteners. I feel like that’s a shame. Thanks for all your hard work!
(all schools) Still miss some of the stone facade that has identified UA from the
beginning. Is there no way to soften the commercial looks of the buildings?

Greensview Elementary School Feedback
What do you like about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●
●
●

All of the natural light. The more space for drop-off.
Like two story design with the “openable” walls. The brighter corridors are a plus as well.
The new plans take many student/community needs into account and will better serve
our students. The common media center spaces are a good design.

What questions do you have about the updated building and site plans for this school?

●
●
●

What is the plan for adding extra space if needed? I’m worried about the larger
kindergarten classes once we offer full day.
What are contingency plans for growth?
From my reading of the design, it looks like traveling music, art, strings and band do not
have a space planned for instruction in a devoted classroom. I am very concerned in
impact on student learning if any music classes need to be taught on a gym-connected
stage that would be used for town meetings and have conflicting sound during any PE
events. Traveling classes should be certain to have equal space to learn as any other
class.

Additional feedback?
● (all schools) Still miss some of the stone facade that has identified UA from the
beginning. Is there no way to soften the commercial looks of the buildings?

Tremont Elementary School Feedback
What do you like about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●
●

Great organization.
What happens to the senior center?

What questions do you have about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●
●

Exterior elevations are struggling.
I don’t like the glass between rooms as in the lower right pic - I think it will distract
students. ? long table seating instead of individual desks.

Additional feedback?
● (all schools) Still miss some of the stone facade that has identified UA from the
beginning. Is there no way to soften the commercial looks of the buildings?

Wickliffe Progressive Elementary School Feedback
What do you like about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●
●
●

I like the neighborhood approach.
Interiors need more colors!
Looks great.

●
●
●

I am astonished that the site plans for 2 years of construction & sharing space with 2
buildings is going forward without specific plans for safety & quality.
Love the neighborhoods with extensive spaces for small groups and intervention.
The new plans take many student/community needs into account and will better serve
our students. The common media center spaces are a good design.

What questions do you have about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

●

Why is there no access to grassy areas? The current field has space for kickball,
baseball, etc. & kids use all of this space during lunch recess. There needs to be similar
space for the new school.
Interiors of elementaries look so much alike & need more differentiation.
Concerned about playground updates. Need more swings, etc. && to update castle →
before new construction.
How on earth will Wickliffe kids get an A+ experience during construction of the new
school and the year of 2 schools on the same site?
How will traffic be managed during the school year that Wickliffe & Windermere share a
site?
How will use of outdoor spaces be managed (recess, outdoor learning, etc.)?
We have a large population of students with behavioral, social learning needs in addition
to MD - it seems that an additional IS space as big would be beneficial
(kitchen/bathroom is not necessary, but having enough space for kids taking breaks is
critical).
From my reading of the design, it looks like traveling music, art, strings and band do not
have a space planned for instruction in a devoted classroom. I am very concerned in
impact on student learning if any music classes need to be taught on a gym-connected
stage that would be used for town meetings and have conflicting sound during any PE
events. Traveling classes should be certain to have equal space to learn as any other
class.

Additional feedback?
●
●

●
●
●

●

Maybe Eastcleft parking could be temporary play. Kids need space to run. Thanks.
I came with specific questions about Wickliffe regarding the 2 years of construction &
sharing. And I really don’t need to hear the “on budget” mantra again. Incidentally, if the
revised high school is cheaper & better, why wasn’t this plan A?
Will the castle playground get a facelift? Needs more swings.
Media center learning space needs to have ramps (not just stairs) to be accessible to
students with physical impairments.
There needs to be a dedicated room for instrumental music as there is a BARR & TRE.
Teaching on a “stage” w/ kids screaming & throwing balls is not a conducive atmosphere
for teaching & learning. Our kids deserve better. :(
(all schools) Still miss some of the stone facade that has identified UA from the
beginning. Is there no way to soften the commercial looks of the buildings?

Windermere Elementary School Feedback
What do you like about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●

●
●
●
●

Really like the site plan with revised orientation to face or align north/south vs. east/west.
Also appreciate that the drop-off area is recessed/set back from the road (Haviland) to
ease some of the morning congestion.
I love the layout - vast improvement over the current footprint. Efficient use of space,
both internal and outdoors.
Site plan has softened up. Building is more approachable.
Sorry that Windermere will now look like Wickliffe.
The new plans take many student/community needs into account and will better serve
our students. The common media center spaces are a good design.

What questions do you have about the updated building and site plans for this school?
●

●
●
●
●
●

How has the building been designed to address security and safety of the students?
With all the recent/past events with shootings, etc., I’m concerned with how this is being
incorporated to protect our kids.
Will both drop off areas be utilized during school hours or will the playground drop off be
restricted?
Will sun shading be incorporated on the south facing glass?
What is the exterior material pallet?
Interiors of the elementaries look too much alike.
From my reading of the design, it looks like traveling music, art, strings and band do not
have a space planned for instruction in a devoted classroom. I am very concerned in
impact on student learning if any music classes need to be taught on a gym-connected
stage that would be used for town meetings and have conflicting sound during any PE
events. Traveling classes should be certain to have equal space to learn as any other
class.

Additional feedback?
●

●
●

Would like to see the elevations dressed up a bit whether through additional color,
material, etc. Currently they appear too simple/a bit bland from an exterior perspective.
The overall plan design and concept looks great though!
Appreciate the overall process. Additional information regarding all day kindergarten
would be useful.
Service yard should be screened more from parking lot. Match window metal colors with
brick selection. Add warmer wood like tones between windows. More openness to
exterior from studio & dining space.

●

(all schools) Still miss some of the stone facade that has identified UA from the
beginning. Is there no way to soften the commercial looks of the buildings?

